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MIIDDLE EAST FUJI LLC
UAE VAT Implementation 2018
S ara h Jan e A ut or

Value Added Tax (VAT) in UAE
Value-Added Tax or VAT is a tax on the consumption or use of
goods and services imposed at the point of sale. VAT is a form of indirect
tax and is used in more than 180 countries around the world.
UAE has finally implemented VAT on January 1, 2018 with VAT rate 5%. End
consumers generally bear the VAT cost while registered businesses collect
and account for the tax, in a way acting as a tax collector on behalf of the
Federal Tax Authority.

This tax implementation will provide the UAE with a new source of income
which will be continued to be utilized to provide high-quality public services. It will also help government move towards its vision of reducing dependence on oil and other hydrocarbons as a source of revenue.
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depending on an individual's lifestyle and spending behavior. If an individual
spends mainly on those things which are relieved from VAT, he is unlikely to
see any significant increase.
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Implication of VAT on Businesses
Businesses will be responsible for carefully documenting
their business income, costs and associated VAT charges. Businesses
that meet the minimum annual turnover requirement (as evidenced
by their financial records) will be required to register for VAT. Businesses that do not think that they should be VAT registered should
maintain their financial records in any event, in case the ministry
needs to establish whether they should be registered.
Registered businesses and traders will charge VAT to all of their customers at the prevailing rate and incur VAT on goods/services that they buy from suppliers. The difference between these sums is reclaimed or paid to the government.
References:
(https://www.tax.gov.ae/explaining-vat.aspx

(https://government.ae/en/information-and-services/finance-and-investment/
taxation/valueaddedtaxvat)
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Mr. Saeed Al Malik, New ISSA
President
Sara h Jan e A utor

It is our honor and great pride that our very own
President and CEO, Mr. Saeed Al Malik, was elected as the
new chairman of the International Ship Suppliers & Services
Association (ISSA), from January 1, 2018 for a three-year
term. He is the first Arab to head the international organization.
Prior to this achievement, he was the Founder and President
of the UAE National Ship Suppliers Association.
Congratulations Mr. Saeed Al Malik! We are proud of you!
Mr. Saeed Al Malik– ISSA President

Reference: http://www.gdnonline.com/Details/294735#.WhVi3EJGKtI.linkedin

Congratulations!

“Enhancing the competitiveness of UAE companies
involved in the supply of vessels at the regional and
international levels, based on solid pillars of quality,
efficiency and excellence.”
- Mr. Saeed Al Malik
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SIAL Middle East 2017
M ela ni e Jan e Ta r rosa

Middle East Fuji LLC participated for the first time in SIAL Middle East on 12-14 December 2017
held in Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Center (ADNEC) Abu Dhabi
UAE under the Patronage of H.H.
Sheikh Mansour Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister of the
UAE, Minister of Presidential Affairs
and Chairman of Abu Dhabi Food
Control Authority.
MEF booth featured a very prime product known as
KOBE BEEF which is the most premium beef in the world.
There was live cooking show almost every hour by our very own Chef Hayashi who made Beef
Sushi and Steak. The visitors who came to the booth experienced to taste the tenderness and the distinct flavor which
Kobe Beef ONLY has. Even at the time of cooking, you can really smell the aroma from Kobe Beef and it makes you to want it
even more.
Aside from Kobe Beef, MEF booth also featured other Japanese Items and ornaments which would definitely add value and
class to homes and high-end restaurants.
SIAL Middle East is a great exhibition to meet potential
customers. They have organized a segment called “Roaming
Chefs” where Chefs literally visits the booths and explore the
product you are promoting. As for MEF, we got a chance to be visited by the “Roaming Chefs”
on the last day of the exhibition and to let them experience the delightful and real taste of
Kobe Beef, Chef Hayashi cooked for them very delicious steak which they all enjoyed to taste.
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SNAP Displays During Dubai Winter
Festival 2017
Lotis Battulayan

In celebration of
the festive season,
on its 6th year, Dubai Winter Festival
took place from 6 –
9 December 2017 at Dubai Media City Amphitheatre. It is the largest and most enjoyable weekend of festive fun in the UAE,
where it offers visitors the opportunity to
celebrate Christmas with their families and
friends. During the said event, variety of festive features were presented including a
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winter market, food stalls, snow play area, funfair, snow slide, ice skating rink and
lots more fun activities for children and
adults. And of course, the Christmas celebration became more fantastic and attractive because a sweet and alluring smell is
scattered everywhere. In fact, many people are wandering and asking where the
nice smell coming from. As such, we are
proudly representing our product, SNAP,
in the crowd. Yes, as part of our promotional activities for SNAP, the Lifestyle Department took part on the said festival
which took over the whole event for four
days due to its captivating scent. Slowly
SNAP did get the crowd’s attention. Thus
slowly bringing it to everyone’s possession. Truly SNAP is on its way to get you
closer!

Knipex Technical Training
J ib u Ma th ew s

Knipex is the world's leading
German brand in pliers and other hand
tools. People in more than 100 countries work with Knipex pliers – and this
figure is on the increase. In 1882 With
one journeyman and two apprentices,
Carl Gustav Putsch starts up a small
forge for pliers that was the beginning
of Knipex Brand.
MEF is one of the official distributors for
Knipex Germany in UAE. Our team promote and sell Knipex products to customers.
On 19th October, 2017, Middle East Fuji Industrial Solutions team attended a technical training conducted by Knipex Germany.
Mr. Leon Botes (Brand& Product Manager) and
Mr. Suhas Paste (Regional Sales Manager) led
the training. The main topic was about Knipex
hand tools, End cutters and Wera torqueing
tools. It was more of a hands on training with
trials.
The training was very informative and
helpful from the marketing and technical point
of view.
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Metabo Product Training
J ib u Ma th ew s

In 1923, Albrecht Schnizler constructed the
first hand-held drill. The name Metabo is derived
from this metal drill. Today, the company with tradition employs almost 1,900 persons, 1.100 of
which in Nürtingen, Germany. 25 subsidiaries and
more than 90 agencies ensure that Metabo's premium solutions can be found in almost all countries. Day after day, Metabo products prove their
efficiency in professional use - in the hardest of
conditions - worldwide.

MEF in co-operation
with Arabi Emirates Company
- Sole distributor of Metabo
products in UAE promoting
Metabo products to our customers.
On 2nd of November, 2017,
Middle East Fuji Industrial
Solutions team attended a
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technical training conducted
by Metabo Germany.
Mr. Prateek Yadav (Product
Manager) led the training on
power tools and compressors.
The training helped
our staff to learn innovative
technologies from Metabo
Brand.

MEF 24th Year Anniversary
Robilyn Libut

MEF has expanded and diversified for the past 24 years. This marked the successful
business endeavor of the company.
The company has completed the 24th-year of operation and business. It celebrated its 24th
years anniversary last December 14, 2017. The gathering took place in MEF office during the
morning meeting.
Mr. Saeed Al Malik– MEF President and CEO together with Mr. Ryusaku Hayashi— MEF
Managing Director, shared a congratulatory message for the successful years of the company.
It was celebrated with the cake slicing and sharing for a continuous success of the company and
for the years to come.
Let us look back from the past and recall how Middle East Fuji L.L.C has gone through the business for many years.
1993

Established Middle East Ship Stores as sole establishment which offers ship supply services calling at UAE ports.

1998
1999

Started working relationship with Fuji Trading Co., Ltd. Japan.

2000

2008

Formed an independent Engineering Department to provide specialized engineering services.
Official joint venture with Fuji Trading Co., Ltd Japan. Company name was then change from Middle East Ship Stores to Middle East Fuji LLC. On the same year, the following companies were also established: Middle East Fuji International Trading
LLC in Dubai, UAE as general trading company , Middle East Fuji LLC – Fujairah branch , Middle East Fuji LLC – Sharjah
branch.
Registered and established Middle East Fuji Khimji’s Co. LLC in Muscat, Oman. A joint venture company between Khimji
Ramdas Group (Oman) and Middle East Fuji LLC (UAE), which offers marine offshore and hostility industries in the Sultanate
of Oman.”.

2010

The independent engineering department which was formed in 1999 was finally registered as a separate company in Dubai,
UAE, called Fuji Walco Middle East LLC with a partner. On the same year, Middle East Fuji Khimji Shipping LLC was also established in Fujairah, UAE which offers marine agency and husbandry.

2011

Registered and established Middle East Fuji International General Trading LLC in Abu Dhabi, UAE, as spare parts and equipment trading.

2012

Middle East Fuji LLC acquired 100% shares of Fuji Walco Middle East LLC, and renamed the established company to Middle
East Fuji Engineering LLC. On the same year, the following companies were also established: Middle East Fuji LLC – Qatar as
100% subsidiary
Middle East Fuji LLC – Abu Dhabi branch
Middle East Fuji Engineering LLC – Fujairah branch
Middle East Fuji Khimji Shipping LLC – Ras Al Khaimah branch

2015

Middle East Fuji LLC bought 4,180.64 square meters Warehouse building in Al Quoz Industrial Area 3, behind Audi Showroom near Time Square. On the same year, Middle East Fuji LLC took over and started its catering and facility management
operations in Africa for Djibouti Anti-Piracy Enforcement (DAPE) Camp of Japanese Maritime Self Defense Navy Force.

2016

Officially registered Middle East Fuji Maintenance and Technical Services company which offers one-stop shop solutions for
property repairs and maintenance. On the same year, Middle East Fuji Khimji Shipping LLC – Sharjah branch was also established.
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2017

Middle East Fuji LLC bought and acquired full ownership of the land from Dubai Government for its Head Office (Plot No.
368-191) and New Warehouse (Plot No. 368-187).On the same year, a business relationship was acted between Broadworld
Trading LLC and Middle East Fuji LLC, appointing the latter as its distributor for SNAP perfumes in the local and international
market.

1993: First MES. Warehouse

MEF– New Warehouse

Middle East Fuji started in the year 1993 with only five staff but now the company has
180 staff with its collaboration in the different areas in UAE. The company expanded its horizon and reaching up to almost 150 million turnovers and was able to purchase and acquired office
and warehouse land properties.

Indeed, it is an accomplishing year for the
company despite fluctuating market condition.

MEF– Office

“Growth is never by mere chance; It is the result of forces
working together.”

- James Cash Penney
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MEFK Celebrates 10 Years of Operation in
Sultanate of Oman.
Manjesh Joseph

Middle East Fuji Khimji’ co. LLC established as a Joint Venture company between by Khimji’
Ramdas Shipping LLC, Oman, the leading Shipping
agency in Oman and Middle East Fuji LLC, Dubai ,
leading Marine suppliers in UAE.
MEFK started its operation in 1st Jan 2008 using KR
Shipping License and the trade license as MEFK was
issued on 08th July 2008.
Mr. Sukuamaran and Mr. Anthony Bolanos were the
first staffs for MEFK and at present total staff
strength is 15 numbers.
First few customers of MEFK were:
JAN DE NUL DREDGING LTD
SHIN THAI HO CO.PTED LTD
AL JAZEERA
MSC SHIP MANAGEMENT (HONG KONG) LIMITED
NATIONAL FERRIES COMPANY SAOC
INTERNATIONAL FOOD SERVICES NV
APOLLO SHIP CHANDLERS, INC
Current activities of MEFK:
Marine Supply
Hotel Supply
Industrial Agency Business
Transshipment activities
Motor repairing / Fabrication Jobs
MEFK Board of Directors:

MEFK has worked consistently this whole time to achieve our
fundamental goal – Serving with QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND
INTERGRITY.

Anil Mathradas Khimji

Currently, MEFK has 3 branches in Oman to serve all the Ships
calling Oman Ports. MEFK is a reliable, trusted and recognized
Marine supplier in the region.

M. C Jose
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Saeed Malik

Ryusaku Hayashi

EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER
Let us all congratulate our colleagues for a job well done!

LOGISTICS

KIRAN KUMAR
INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

LOGESH GOUNDER
WAREHOUSE

NOLAN CAPAROSO

“Good things come to those who wait .
But better things come to those who work for it.”
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MEF NEWSTAFF
Sarah Jane Autor

MARINE SUPPLY

VALINGTON

NAWAZ

SALAHUDIN

SUREJ

LIFESTYLE

ROLA

KENSON

YESSA

INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS

AFSHINE
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IT

SABARESWARAN

DJIBOUTI

MEKS

SHIORI

AYOUB

JOSEPH

MEF Christmas Party 2017
Niña Jenny Cubar

“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.”

December is one of the most awaited month that the employees
are looking forward. During this month, we are expecting to celebrate Christmas season which is celebrated worldwide. MEF has
always been generous to arrange party for its employees and to
be involved in this great season. The company’s purpose is to give everyone a chance to
have fun and to spend time together. The SNAPtastic event was sponsored by Lifestyle to
establish the newly found progressing department. The party begins around 11:30 AM and
starts with wonderful opening remarks of our very own, Mr. Ryusaku Hayashi.
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It includes Christmas cheering,
staff presentation, games, exchanging
gifts and buffet to feast together. Employees received individual gifts from
the company and Lifestyle department which are very heart warming.
We are very grateful at the same time
to the people behind the successful
event especially to the administration department who gives all the effort to prepare everything from decorations, gifts, food and etc. It ends with a very uplifting speech from Mr. Joseph Biji. The event manifests the magnificent essence of the season which is making happy
memories and sharing unforgettable experience. Thank you all for the very wonderful event
and looking forward for more!
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DAPE Christmas Party 2017
Jeffrey Garrovillas

The festive season is well and truly underway. Christmas is a time to be merry, in keeping
with the season. It is the time of the year when people get together and rejoice, exchanging of gifts,
eating traditional dishes and many more. DAPE Middle East Fuji LLC organized simple staff party that
was held in the villa on December 25, 2017. The
party was started with an inspirational message by
our very own Managing Director Mr. Ryusaku
Hayashi followed by a toast before the dinner. During the dinner everybody sings in the karaoke their
favorite songs.
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MEF Year-End General Cleaning
2017
Robilyn Libut

Time has come to flip the pages
of our calendars and start counting from
1 out of 365 days of the year. But before
the year 2017 ends, we have to fix and
arrange all things that needs to be fixed
both personal and work matters. We
have to leave the unnecessary things behind and bring the positive element for
the next year.

Every year one of
the habitual activity of MEF
is to carry out a deep and
general cleaning to all the
internal and external perimeters of the office and
warehouses. Last December
27 and 28 from 2 o’clock to
6 o’clock in the evening, all
the staff cooperated for the
year-end general cleaning.
This activity aims to start
the new year with fresh and
clean working environment.
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It is the time of the year
when staff has to grab a
pair of gloves and start wiping the window panes; arranging the cabinets; scrubbing the walls; mopping the
floors and clearing the
dusts. This creates an organize and positive element
in the workplace as it reduces stress causing conditions
in the workstations. It also
creates teamwork as it
builds cooperation and in-

terpersonal communication. As the saying goes,
“Alone we can do so little;
together we can do so
much,” which obviously
implies that cooperation
makes the work easy.
Everyone deserves a big
thumbs-up for the cooperation and a job well
done!

2018 Welcome Message from MEF
President and CEO
Sarah Jane Autor

On 02 January 2018, the first working
day after new year holiday, an inspiring welcome message was shared to all staff from
Mr. Saeed AlMalik, MEF President and CEO,
during the morning meeting.
His message was brief yet full of wisdom, emphasizing that new year is not about
a celebration only, but a new year to change
and improve oneself. He also imparted to
think about the priorities in life and setting up
goals by doing something different to be noticed.

Lastly, he commended Mr. Siddiq Akbar, the
staff who’ve been with him and with MEF since its
foundation in 1993, for his continuous service and
loyalty to the company.
It was indeed a good working start of the year for all
MEF Staff.

“Don’t focus so much on January 1st. Focus on making every day of the new year special.
Write it on your heart that every day is the best day in the year”. - (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
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New Year’s Resolution Quotes to Inspire your 2018
Robilyn Libut

There’s something magical about new beginnings. And with 2018 just around the corner, it’s
time to start thinking about our New Year’s resolutions.
These New Year’s resolution quotes will help on days when you just feel like giving up on your goals, whatever
they may be. And even if you don’t plan on making resolutions at all this year, these words can still inspire you
to wipe the slate clean and get invigorated for all that 2018 has in store:


Don’ tell yourself you can’t. You can. You are stronger than what you think



Don’t focus so much on January 1st. Focus on making every day of the new year special. Write it on your
heart that every day is the best day in the year. (Ralph Waldo Emerson)



Focus less on the past. The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but
on building the new. (Socrates)



You can always start again. Use 2018 to let go of the negative. Everyday is a new beginning. Take a deep
breath and start again.



Let go of what’s holding you back. Broke up with your fear so you could marry your dreams.



Don’t sacrifice your freedom. You belong among the wildflowers; you belong somewhere you feel free.
Don’t be afraid to say goodbye to anything or anyone who doesn’t make you feel like your authentic self.



Compare yourself to others less. Comparison is the thief of joy.



Perhaps this is the year you focus less on what others are doing, and more on yourself and your own happiness (because remember, those seemingly “perfect” pictures on social media often aren’t what they appear
anyway).



Use the new year to let go of what doesn’t serve you or make you happy, and focus on the beautiful things
the future can hold.



Every day is a new beginning, so treat it that way. Stay away from what might have been and look at what
can be.



The universe buries strange jewels deep within us all, and then stands back to see if we can find them.
(Elizabeth Gilbert).



Think back five years ago, think of where you’re at today, think ahead five years and what you want to accomplish. Be unstoppable. (Dwayne Johnson). It is okay to fail. You learn more in failure than you ever do in
success.
Ref: (https://hellogiggles.com/lifestyle/11-new-years-resolutions-quotes-to-inspire-you/)
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Wonderful Winter Weather Terms
Robilyn Libut
Hoarfrost
One of the first signs of winter is the
hoarfrost of late autumn. Deriving its name from an
Old English word (hoar), meaning “to
appear old,” this is the thin, crisp
coating of ice that often forms on
objects during cool nights with clear
skies. The clear skies allow the
ground to lose heat more quickly
than the surrounding air, and the
humidity in the atmosphere condenses and freezes solid. This frost
can occur even when the air a few feet above
ground is well above freezing, and usually
melts within an hour or two of sunrise.

Frost Flower Frost flowers (and the related “ice ribbons” and “ice beards”) are very thin, spindly,
unique formations of ice, seen in late autumn or early winter, when plants are first freezing.
When the water in the plant stem freezes, it expands to the point where the plant splits open along the
side, and the frozen water is extruded from the split. More water is then drawn up from the ground via
capillary action, and the flower continues to grow all night long.
Glaze Ice When falling rain hits a roadway or surface that’s below freezing, it instantly forms what’s known as
“glaze ice,” a buildup of transparent ice that is an extreme danger to drivers. This is also one of the causes of
black ice, which is actually clear, and thin enough that it appears to be the same color and texture as the asphalt
and macadam it has accumulated on.

Hard Rime

Snowpack

As the weather cools
further, freezing fogs can
occur, and when that fog
is combined with wind,
hard rime can form on
windward (wind-facing)
surfaces . It is much thicker and harder to remove,
and consists of fairly dense pellets of irregular ice crystals.

When fresh snow falls on top of the old
snow, the crystals of the old snow get
packed down under the weight of the new
cover. Depending on the length
of time, snowflake types, and
weather conditions between
snowfalls, each layer of the
snowpack may have a different
thickness and density; heavy
snow on top of a loose, unsta-

Parhelia
Sometimes accompanying glorioles are the “sun dogs”—more technically known as parhelia (meaning “beside the sun”). These are bright spots occurring 22 degrees away and the same distance above the horizon as the sun. This phenomenon has been known since ancient times, and was
sometimes thought to be “multiple suns” in the sky. When the ice crystals that form glorioles are
oriented randomly, they act as prisms in all directions, and the rainbow halo is what becomes visible.
As these ice crystals sink through the atmosphere, they tend to fall into a vertical alignment, which
reflects the light horizontally, and the sun dogs are formed.
Gloriole
Also known as a “halo” or “icebow,” this optical phenomenon causes a bright circle or rainbow
around the sun or moon, 22 degrees away from the center of the object.
Ref: http://mentalfloss.com/article/54130/11-wonderful-winter-weather-terms
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